What is it?
How do I get it?

Slow buildups of stressful situations that will
spill over or erupt.






Deep breathing
Muscle relaxation
Meditation
Prayer
Visual imagery










Sing, hum, or whistle
Listen to music
Write a poem or song
Just sit there
Paint a picture
Write a letter or in a
journal
Curl up in a blanket and
read a book
Soak in a tub, whirlpool
or sauna

Energy from within








Enjoy the beauty of
nature
Take a nap
Wake up early
Daydream
Crossword puzzle
Drink a cool glass of
juice or a warm cup of
apple cider

Stimulates or relaxes







Attend a support group
Participate in a team
sport
Watch children play
Do something
adventurous now &
then

Energy from Outside Self









Hug someone
Pet an animal
Get a back rub
Have a picnic
Attend an athletic
event
Rock a sleeping baby
Talk to another
external recharger

To Relax or Stimulate










Go for a walk
Watch a thunderstorm
Climb a tree
Window-shop
Look at the stars,
moon, sunrise
Listen to night sounds
Climb a tree

Internal










Go to the water
Roast marshmallows
Do a hobby
Look at old photos
Watch a comedy or
read a book
Laugh
Go for a swim
Visit a park or forest
External

These are caused by events
that push an emotional trigger
button that sets off a sudden
eruption.

1.

2.

◦
◦

We become aware of
the behaviors and
situation that set us
off
Why do our beliefs
cause us to feel & act
the way we do
How do I want to react?
How do I need to
change my thoughts
and reactions?

Transform from the old

3.
We need to think of
our new plan. We must
follow through with our
cognitive response vs.
emotional reacting.

urgr8
To the New !









Yell, scream, cry into a
pillow
Tell yourself to “STOP”
Sing loudly or Growl
Blow up a balloon & let
it go
Talk to someone
Write a letter or Journal
Talk to imaginary
person/pet/etc.
Verbal










Rake leaves/shovel
snow
Play a sport
Have a pillow fight
Mop, vacuum or dust
Smash a pop can
Climb a tree, hill, etc.
Dance, jump, run, walk
Clean out the garage,
or bedroom.
Physical








Don’t answer anger with
anger
Imagine that you are
surrounded by an
invisible bubble
Keep your ideas,
opinions and
explanations to yourself
for now.
Try looking at the
situation from their point
of view.

Emotionally/Mentally







Make what’s important
to them as important
to you as they are to
you.
Offer a sincere apology
for any part you played
in the problem or for
upsetting them.
Give them anger or
stress techniques to
help.
Relational
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